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In this paper we consider the estimation of time-dependent parameters in linear modcls from
panel data, cross-seclions, or both. We determine the fraction of individuals that should be
rcinterviewed each period in order to minimize the variance of the most efïicient estimator of
linear combinations of lhe parameters. Moreover we derive simple sufficient conditions for the
optimal fraction to be zero or one, respectively.

1. introduction

In recent years economists often have financial resources at their disposal to
have data collected. In this paper we analyse how to spend this money
efficiently if the aim is, e.g., to monitor average expenditures on some con-
sumption categories by either interviewing the same individuals in several
periods or interviewing different individuals in dift'erent periods or a combina-
tion of these two approaches. The 6rst approach yields a data set known as a
panel, while the second approach gives a series of cross-sections. As is well
known [see, e.g., Hsiao (1985)] a panel data set has several advantages
compared to a series of cross-sections: if a panel is available additional
parameters might be identifiable, omitted variable bias might be reduced, and
errors-in-variables models might be estimable without recourse to external
instruments [Griliches and Hausman (1986)]. On the other hand, it has
recently been shown in the econometric literature that panel data are not
indispensible for the identification of parameters in a wide class of models
[see, e.g., Deaton (1985), Moffitt (1988), and Heckman and Robb (1985a,b)].
Relatively little attention however seems to have been paid to the analysis of
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for helpful comments and suggestions. Financial support by the Royal Dutch Acadcmy of Arts
and Sciences (K.N.A.W.) and by the Netherlands Organisalion for Scientific Research (N.W.O.) is
gratefully acknowledged by the first and second author, respectively.
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the efficiency of estimators obtained from panels, cross-sections, or a combina-
tion of these two data sources, which is the subject of this paper.

In the first part we concentrate on the estimation of linear combinations
~'p -~T lf rpr of the period means ~, in the simple analysis of variance model

y~r - ilr f a; f f;r, i~ 1,..., N, t~ 1,..., T, (1)

where the a; and e;r are i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and variances
aá and a~2, respectively, which are mutually independent of the unknown
constants irr. Subsequently, we discuss extensions to the analysis of covariance
model

Y;r-Frrt~,x;,ta;te;r,

where the x;r are observed and independent of a; and 1:;, and extensions to (1)
or (2) with linear restrictions on the time-dependent parameters. Throughout
this paper we assume for simplicity that the parameters aá and a~ are known
a priori. If these parameters are unknown and replaced by consistent estimates
the same results hold true asymptotically.

Let rl denote the relative cost of interviewing T different individuals in T
periods compared to interviewing the same individual T times. The value of rl
of course depends on T and on the problem under consideration, but experts
suggest that it will usually be slightly larger than one. The only formal analysis
of ~ in the literature we are aware of is presented by Duncan, Juster, and
Morgan (1987) who suggest that the field costs of a cross-sectional survey
comparable to an additional wave of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics
(PSID) are 30`b to 70`b higher than the costs of such an additional wave,
yielding 0.7 f 0.3T ~ rl ~ 0.3 f 0.7T. We show in section 2 that a pure panel
will yield the most efficient estimate of any linear combination of the period
means in ( 1) if ~ ~ 1 f(T- 1)p with p- a;(aá f a; )-1, while the same holds
true for a series of cross-sections if ~ ~ 1- p. If one is estimating changes in
means the condition for optimality of panels can be relaxed to ~~ 1- p,
while in case of an estimate of the average mean cross-sections are already
optimal if rl ~ I f(T - 1)p. Analytical and numerical results are presented for
cases in which neither of these conditions is satisCied. In section 3 a numerical
illustration is given using Dutch consumer expenditure data. Extensions to the
analysis of covariance model ( 2) are provided in section 4, while section 5
contains some concluding remarks. Note that we do not assume any a prrori
knowledge on the parameters in (1) or (2). If such knowledge would be
available, Stein-rule estimators or estimators based on an assumed hyperdistri-
bution would be superior to the estimators to be considered below.
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2. Analytical and numerical results tor the analysis ot variance modcl

Dcnote the maximum sample size per period, given the available funds, if
di(Terent individuals are interviewed each period by N and the fraction of Ihe
funds used to collect panel data by J1, which implies that J1,tN individuals will
be reinterviewed every period, while the remaining (1 - J1)N individuals will
be replaced each period. The analysis of this type of data is advocated, e-g., by
Kish (1986) who refers to it as a spGt panel design (SPD). We will determine
the optimal value of ~ as a function of the relative cost of the two types of
data sets rt, the importance of the individual e(fect p and the linear combina-
tion E'~ of the ~,'s one is interested in. A similar analysis of the choice
between pre-experimental observations and contro) groups in social experi-
mentation has been presented by Aigner and Balestra (1988).

In order to determine the optimal fraction ~ of the budget to be spent on
the collection of panel data, we will first derive the ef6cient estimalor and its
variance for given values of 71. It is well known [see, e.g., Hsiao (1986, p. 34
(T.)] that the best linear unbiased estimator of }~ ~(~~,..., ~T)' in (1), using
only the information on individuals which are reinterviewed every period, is
the Aitken estimator ~~ (which in this case coincides with the OLS estimator)
and that

var( ~o) z ( 7t~N ) -' V~, (3)

where V~ - a~IT } ~a~T~T and rT is a T-dimensional column vector of ones.
Analogously, the best linear unbiased estimator based on the cross-section
information only is the OLS estimator ~~, for which

var(F~~,) a ((1 -71)N)-~V~r. (4)

with V~, ~( a~ f o; )IT. Since ~ and fi~, are independent, the best linear
unbiased estimator which uses a~ available data is given by

jt~ {11tIVo' f (1 -A)V~,~}-~{~tlVó ~~of (1 -A)V~r~l~r:}. (5)

It is easily verified that

var(f~F~) - N-'~'(V~;~ f J1W)-lf~ (6)

whcre W-~Vó ~- V~, ~. Since V~, ~ is positive definite and W is symmetric
tliere exists a nonsingular matrix Q such that Q'V~, ~Q - IT and Q'WQ s D
with D a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues d, of V~,W and
Q containing the (suitably normalized) eigenvectors of V~,W ( see, e.g.,
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Gantmacher (1959, p. 313 ft.)]. Therefore the variance of E'p can be written as

r a2
var(E'~)sN-'S'[IrtaD]-~B-N-~ ~ `~.t (~d,tl)'

with 8- Q'E. Straightforward algebra shows that in our case

V~,Wa (1 -P)-~[(n tP- 1)fr-~P[1 t(T- 1)P)-~rr'í-~~

(7)

(8)

with eigenvalues d, ~~(1 - p)-~ - 1~d ( ! - 1,..., T- 1) and dr- n[1 f
(T- 1)p]-~ - 1. Using the equaGty of the first T- 1 eigenvalues we obtain

r-t a: SZ,,, ~ , t , rvar(E p) N- r~ ~d, t 1} N- J1drt 1

1-~ wt.~N-aa
~df 1}J1drf1 '

(9)

with w - ST(8'ê)-~. Because V~, ~(oá f a;)Ir- QQ' and (o; f o~ ) ~r~tiT
is the eigenvector of V~,W associated with dr, (9) can finally be rewritten as

1-~ w
var(E~P) a N-t~o; f a;)E`E ]1di. l} adr-f 1'

(10)

with w - T-~(E'~r)2rf~E-
Eq. (10) shows how the variance of the best Gnear unbiased estimator of E'p

depends on the [raction of the budget spent on reinterviews. For the special
case where T a 2 and rl a 1, it can be easily checked (rom this expression that
~, f~2 has smallest variance if ~ ~ 0(pure cross-sections), that p2 - p., is
estimated most efTiciently if 7~ a 1(pure anel), while for estimating p, or p2
the intermediate value a 3 1-(1 t 1- pZ )-t is optimal, which are well-
known results in the literature [see, e.g., Raj (1968), p. 157) or Cochran (1977,
p. 347)j.

Eq. (10) however generates more general results. The variance of E'p will be
minimized at ~ s 1 if d, ~ 0( t a 1,...,T), irrespective of E. The smallest
eígenvalue of V.,W is dT~ ~[1 t (T - 1)p]-1 - 1 which implies that a pure
panel will yield the most eflicient estimate of any linear combination of tl~e
period means if ~ ~ 1 i- (T - 1)p. The same holds irue [or pure cross-sections
if d, ~ 0 ( r~ l, . .., T), or ~ ~ 1 - p. If the relative cost of interviewing T
di(Terent individuals compared to interviewing the same individual T times
satisfies 1- p ~~ ~ 1 f(T- 1)p, the optimal sample design will depend on
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Tablc t

Valucs o( 1~ for which the variance of tha cflicicn( cs(imator of (hc period mean is minimized and
relative elTiciency compared to pure pancl or cross uctions if q a l.

T-2 T~3 T-6 Tzl2
Rcl. Rcl. Rcl. Rcl.

p a' elT. a' c(f. J1' cli. k' c(l~.

0.3 0.49 0.9R O.SI 0.96 O.S7 0.93 063 O.R9
Q6 0.44 0.90 0.4R O.R4 O.S6 0.74 064 0.65
0.9 0.30 0.72 0.35 O.S9 0.43 0.43 0.51 O.12

the parameter of interest. In general it will be difficult to obtain analytical
expressions for the optimal value of ~, ~'. However, ~' can easily be
determined numerically because it will either be a solution to the quadratic
first-order condition for a minimum of (10) or a boundary extremum because
~ E[0,1 J. Note also that a split panel design cannot be optimal if the
parameter of interest is a change in means, which implies that ~'iT- 0 or
w- 0. In that case a pure panel will be optimal if ~~ 1- p, while the series of
cross-sections is preferable if ~ ~ 1- p. The counterpart of this result is the
case where the parameter of interest is the overall mean, where ~ is propor-
tional to iT implying w- 1 and hence optimality of the series of cross-sections
if ~cl-F(T-1)p.

In order to illustrate the fact that the split panel design might be preferable
to pure panel or pure cross-section designs we present the optimal percentage
of people reinterviewed each period, 100 ~', as a function of p and T
assuming that ~- 1 and that the aim is to estimate the period means as
accurately as possible. Moreover we present in table 1 the relative efliciency of
the estimator based on this sample compared to an estimator based on a pure
panel or on a pure series of cross-sections (which can easily be seen to yield
equally efficient estimators in this case).

Cochran (1977, p. 351) showed that if rt - 1 and individuals are included in
the sample for not more than two periods, the percentage of reinterviews
which minimizes var(~,) tends to 50`b if T increases, irrespective of the value
of p. As evident from table 1, this result no longer holds in the present model.
Replacing half of the sample every period was also found to be optimal if T is
large, by Raj (1968, p. 162) who however assumed that Eu, ,u;,,-, with
u,r ~ a; f e;r is a decreasing function of s (s ~ 0).

3. Fstimates of Dutch consumer expenditures

In this section we will briefly consider the implications of the results in the
previous sections for the estimation of the monthly consumer ezpenditures of
Dutch households. We use the 342 complete monthly observations in 1985 of
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Table 2
Minimum (mazimum) relative cost of interviewing difierent iadividuals every period ~[or a panel

(scries of cross-sectioas) to yietd cfficieat estimatcs.

Change in Monthly Quarterly Annual My linear
means meaa meaa mean combination

W~o W~l~t2 W~t~4 W~t WE(O,l)

Food
Panel if n~ 0.24 7.1 8.9 9.4 9.4
C.S. if q ~ 0.24 0.27 0.33 9.4 0.24

Clo~hing
Panel if q~ 0.75 1.7 2.6 3.8 3.8
C.S. if n ~ 0.75 0.81 0.93 3.8 0.75

the so-called Expenditure Index panel conducted by INTOMART, a private
marketing research agency, on two well-defined consumption categories: food
expenditures and expenditures on clothing (including shoes, etc.). Precise
definitions of these categories are available on request.

The maximum likelihood estimates of p- a;(a~ t a; ) -' in (1) for food and
clothing are 0.76 and 0.25 with standard errors 0.005 and 0.002, respectively.
These point estimates reflect the fact that food expenditures are relatively
stable compared to expenditures on clothing. In model ( 1) we tested for
first-order autocorrelation in the e„'s with a common autoregressive parameter
y. This model (with aá - 0) was considered in Raj ( 1968). The Lagrange
multiplier test statistic against this alternative can be shown to be equivalent
to N times the (noncentered) R2 of a simple regression (see appendix). The
values of this test statistic are 1.44 and 3.52 tor food and clothing, respectively,
which we do not take as evidence against the null. Unrestricted ML estimation
of the covariance matrix of ac, f e,,, assuming only that the observations are
independent over individuals, suggests that there is some heteroskedasticity in
the data which we have however ignored.

The estimate p- 0.76 for food suggests that the relative cost of interviewing
dilTerent instead of the same individuals, ~, should be smaller than 1- p- 0.24
(or a series of twelvt monthly cross-sections to yield estimates of any linear
combination of the monthly food expenditures that are as accurate as the ones
that can be obtained from a panel in which all households are retained for one
year. If ~~[1 t(T- 1)p] - 9.36, the panel will be preferable without ambigu-
ity. For clothing these conditions are rt ~ 0.75 and rt ~ 3.75, respcctively. In
section 2 it was shown how these conditions are alTected if one restricts
attention to lint'ar combinations ~;? ~ f,P, with ~;? t~, - 0 (change) or ~t -~Z
-~~~-~t2 (annual average). The numerical resul[s are given in table 2 where
we atso present the minimum (maximum) value of ~[or which a panel (series
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Fig. 1- The optimal panel pervnage (a) for food given relative rnst (q) and linear combination ot
interest (u).

of cross-sections) will be optimal if the aim is to estimate monthly or quarterly
expenditures, respectively. These values can be obtained along the lines
described in the previous section.

Because it is evident from (10) that the optimal percentage of households
reiriterviewed every period,100 ~', depends on T, p, rl, and w - T- t(~'tT)2~~'~
only, an alternative way to present the results in table 2 is to plot the values of
J~" as a function of ~ and w if T- 12 and p - p as in figs. 1 and 2. The results
of table 2 can easily be reconstructed from these figures, and moreAVer the
reader can directly obtain the optimal value of ~ for any linear combination
of the period means he might be interested in. For comparison we have also
indicated for which values of p and w a pure panel will be more informative
than cross-sections. This is the case if ~~ 1- p f Tpw, as can be easily
checked from (10). It is unfortunate that the results in figs. 1 and 2 imply that
the optimal sample design will strongly depend on the parameter of interest,
because one will typically use the same data set for the estimation of many
difterent parameters of interest.

Finally, table 3 contains the optimal value of 11 if monlhly, quarterly, or
annual means or changes in means are to be estimated for three values of the
relative cost factor rl as well as the relative efficiency of the efficient estimator
in case of optimal sample design compared to pure cross-sections or pure
panels. It is evident from these results that the optimal design can be
substantially more informative than the extreme possibilities.
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4. Extensions to an analysis of covariance model and to restricted parameters

In this section we first extend the results obtained in section 2 for the
analysis of variance model (1) to the analysis of covariance model

Y,r-~rfQrx„ta,te,,, (2)

where a, and e;, are distributed as before and are independent of the observed
exogenous variable. Without loss of generality we assume that Ex;, - 0(t -
1, ..., T). Subsequently, Gnear restrictions on the ~t,'s and (3,'s are incorpo-
rated into the analysis and an application to the estimation of marginal budgct
shares of the consumption categories analysed in section 3 is presented.

As in section 2 we start with the derivation of the variance of the e(licient
estimator B of B -(ut,..., p.r, i(it,..., if3r)' given the sample design. Strai~ht-
forward generalization of (7) imp6es that, if the eigenvalues of VISW - r1V,.,Vv t
- 12T, with V., and Vo the variance of B if only cross-section or only panel
observations are used, respectively, are denoted by d, (t - 1, ..., 2T ) and the
corresponding matrix of eigenvectors is denoted by Q, it holds true that

zr
var(~'B~-N-t ~5,2(~d,fl)-t,

r-1
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with S - Q'~. For model (2) it can be easily checked that

rl 1 rl P iTlT 0 i l
V"W-(1-p-lll2T- I-p lf(T-1)Pl 0 SL ' ()

with fl„ - Ex„x;s~Ex~ (t, s- 1,..., T).
The eigenvalues of V~,W are d~ - ~(1 - p)-1{1 - p[1 f(T - 1)p]-~d„} - l,

with d,~ - 0(t - 1,...,T - I), d,~T~ T, and dx, (t - T f 1,...,2T) the eigen-
values of fl. Optimality of a series of cross-sections for any linear combination
of p,'s and Q,'s requires d, ~ 0(t - 1,...,2T) or r~ ~ 1- p as in section 2,
since 0 ~ d,~, ~ T. Similarly, a pure panel is preferable without ambiguity if the
relative cost factor rt satisfies rl ~ 1 f(T - 1)p, in which case d, ~ 0(t -
I,...,2T). If the attention is restricted to linear combinations of the Q,'s only,
less stringent conditions can be obtained because S~ ~ 0 for t - 1, .. ., T.
Therefore, for any linear combination of the ~~'s a series of cross-sections will
be the optimal design if d, ~ 0(t 3 Tf 1,...,2T), or

I d~"
rt~(1-p)I1-Pli-(T-1)p

'

while a panel is optimal if

d mu
r~ ~(1 - p)I 1- P l f(T- 1)p ), (13)

where dm'" and d 1~` denote the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of dd,
respectively. In applications d~" and d~` can simply be estimated consis-
tently if panel observations on z~, are available.

In order to obtain some feeling for these results we consider two special
cases. A first special case is the one where x;r can be assumed to be generated
by the analysis of variance model that was discussed in the previous sections,

x!r ~ l~s~ } a.c; f e:;r. (14)

where the ar, and e,;, are i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and variances
o; and o~, respectively, which are mutually independent and independent of
the unknown constants P,,, which yields d~" - 1- px and dm"` ~ I f
(T - 1)p„ with p: - a;(o;f o~)-~. For this special case conditions (12) and
(13) reduce to the earlier ones if px - 1. I[, on the other hand, there is no
individual efTect in the exogenous variable (p„ - 0), either a series of cross-sec-
tions or a pure panel will be optimal because the right-hand sides of (12) and
(13) coincide. If neither (12) nor (13) holds, the optimal value of ~ can be
obtained along the lines sketched in section 2.

-,
x

-1
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In the second special case that we consider we only assume

Ex„x„z0, s,r-1,...,T. (15)

This condition appears to be satisfied for many economic variables. lf (15)
holds, the eigenvalues of tl, j, ( t a 1, ..., T), satisfy

0 5j, 5 1 f(T- 1)maxll,,,r., (16)

because every element of !l is nonnegative and the right-hand side is the
largest eigenvalue of the matrix with diagonal elements equal to 1 and
ofTdiagonal elements equal to max, ~,dl,,, which bounds every element of .fl.
Using (16), it is straightforward to check that if the attention is restricted to
linear combinations of the Q,'s sufitcient conditions for optimality of pure
panels and series of cross-sections are

l t (T- 1)max(R„) -~
,~~(1-p) 1-p r,.:

l f (T- 1)p

and

(17)

rt ~ l - p, (18)

respectively.
In applied work often a priori restrictions on the parameters in (2) such as

Qi -.--- QT -~3 will be imposed. lf the restrictions are linear such that
q~ - R'B is the new set of parameters, the eigenvalues of rIR'V.SR(R'VPR)- ~- I
can be used instead of the eigenvalues of rIV,.,Vó ~- I to obtain suflicient
conditions for a pure panel or a series of cross-sections to be optimal. Because
thc minimal eigenvalue of the first matrix is not smaller than the minimal
eigenvalue of the latter and analogously the maximal eigenvalue of the first
matrix is bounded by the maximal eigenvalue of the latter, the suRicient
conditions for optimality of pure panels or cross-sections obtained above will
still be sulTicient in case of linear restrictions on the parameters.

In order to illustrate the resuUs above, we consider the estimation of the
marginal budget shares of the consumption categories food and clothing
assuming that (2) is valid where y„ denotes the expenditures on one of the two
consumption categories and x„ denotes total monthly expenditures on non-
durables. The model can be motivated by a two-stage budgeting argument
where the total expenditures on nondurables in every month are determined
prior to the decisiun on how to split them over the various categories. The
maximum likelihood estimates of p in (2) for food and clotlung are U.74 and

1 k.con p
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0.16 with standard errors 0.005 and 0.001, respectively. The LM test statistics
against the hypothesis of first-order autocorrelation in lhe e„'s introduced in
section 3 equal 0.41 and 3.73 respectively. lf (14) is imposed on the expencli-
tures on non-durables the ML estimate of px is 0.41 witli standard error 0.003.
The LM test statistic against first order autocorrelation in es;, in (14) takes the
insignificant value of 0.10.

Using (l2) and (13), the estimates of p and px suggest that a pure panel will
be optimal for any linear combination of the marginal budget shares if
n ~ 0.47 for food and ~~ 1.23 for clothing. Cross-sections are optimal if
~ ~ 0.27 and ,t ~ 0.87, respectively. Note that these results imply that, if the
aim is to analyse marginal budget shares, the optimal design does not depend
on the linear combination of the parameters one is interested in for realistic
values of rt, contrary to the results on period means in section 3. The largest
unrestricted ML estimate of !l„ (r ~ s) is 0.93. If this value is used the
conditions for optimality of a pure panel will change into ,t ~ 2.86 and
rt ~ 2.41 for tood and clothing, respectively. Note however that (16) yields only
a rough bound of the largest eigenvalue of Sl. If this eigenvalue is,estimated
directly, the lower bounds for optimality will reduce to 0.51 and 1.29,
respectively, which again imply optimality of a panel design. Using the
minimal eigenvalue to obtain upper bounds of ~ for a series of cross-sections
to be optimal yields ~ ~ 0.26 and rl ~ 0.89.

5. Summary

In this paper we derived a number of simple conditions which can be used
to assess whether a panel or a series of cross-sections or a combination of both
will yield most eflïcient estimates of some linear combination of time-depen-
dent parameters in a linear model. These results can be generalized in a
straightforward manner to other models. Similar results for the optimal design
of rotating panels have been obtained by Nijman, Verbeek, and van Soest
(1988).

In the empirical analysis it was shown that if one is estimating period
means, the type of data which is preferable will often strongly depend on the
linear combination of the time means to be estimated. Only if the relative costs
of a panel data set compared to a series of cross-sections are fairly high or
fairly low, one of these data sets will be unambiguously preferable. If an
exogenous variable with a relatively small individual effect, such as total
expenditures on nondurables, is included in the model and attention is
restricted to the efTects of this variable, the optimal design will be somewhat
simpler to obtain. In many cases a panel will be preferable for likely values of
the relative cost parameter, ircespective of the linear combination of regression
parameters one is interested in.
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Appendix: Derivation of the LM test statistic

The Lagrange multiplier test against first-order autocorrelation in the e„ in
(1) is a test against the alternative

Y~~ - fr, f a, f u~r~ u ;; a iuJ.r-l } F~r~

where

1 y Yz ... yr-i

V{a,irf u,} -ll-o; 7 1 Y "' :
Yr- ~

f QálrlT.

Tlie null hypothesis is Ho: 7~ 0 and the loglikelihood is given by

N N N

L- ~ L,~constant- i~ iog~~~- i~{1';-F~)~n-~{1',-Fr).
,-~ ;-~ i-t

Let

Y'~- ~Y'1~ W2~~3)-~~~Z.~a.i)r

then

aL, r r aw„ a IoB I~I~,yk--iE E-
;-i ,-t a~k awr,

r r a w`.

- 2,~ ,~t a~k
{Y;;-Fr~){I'„-Fr,).

where w„ and w" are the (r, s)-elements of fl and fl-', respectively. Using

a io~~~a~ a~-~ a~
-w" and - -t1-~-S1-~,awu a~Gk a~k

we can writc

... Y 1

~L~ - -~tracel ~~~,fl-~If ~{Y;-f~)~~ ~ á~k~l-~~Y,-l~)~
~k 1 J
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which is straightforward to compute under the null. Since the Fisher informa-
tion matrix is block-diagonal with respect to tJ~ and ~, the LM test statistic for
y- 0 can be written as [see, e.g., Engle (1984)]

~,.~,- (~a~;,(E á~ a~,1-t~~ á~
~,

to be evaluated under Ho. Consequently f~M can be calculated as N times the
noncentered R2 of a regression of lN on BL;~a~k (k - 1, 2, 3). As is well
known, under the null hypothesis ~~M converges in distribution to a central Xz
distribution with one degree of (reedom. The test against autocorrclatiun in (2)
can be derived along similar lines.
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